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Abstract:-  In  this  paper  we  introduce  the  definition  of  a  noetherian  
disjoint  ring  and  that  of  a  noetherian  non-disjoint  ring .  For   a  
noetherian  ring  R ,  with  nilradical  N  if     P  and  Q  represent   the   
semiprime   ideals  of  R   called   as   the  right  and  the  left  krull-
homogenous  parts  of  N  as  defined  in  [8] ,  then  we  prove  the  main  
theorem  of  this  paper  for  the  ring  R  whose  statement  is  given  below.                                          
Main  Theorem :-  Let R be  a  Noetherian   ring   with  nilradical  N .  Let    
P  and   Q    represent   the   right  and  the  left  krull-homogenous  parts  
of  N   . Then   the  following  hold   true  for  the  ring  R ;  
(a)  If  R  is  a  disjoint  ring  ,  then    the  nilradical     N    of  R   is   a   
right  and   a  left  weakly  ideal  invariant  ideal  of  R . Hence  N  is  a  
right  and  a  left  localizable   semiprime  ideal  of  R .      
(b) If  R  is  a  non-disjoint  ring    then    the  following  are  equivalent  
conditions  on  R ;  
 (i) N  is   a  right  and   a  left  weakly  ideal  invariant  ideal  of  R .    
 (ii) P = Q   is   a    right   and  a   left  localizable   semiprime  ideal of  R .   
Introduction :-     In  this  paper  we  introduce  the  definition  of  a  
noetherian  disjoint  ring  and  that  of  a  noetherian  non-disjoint  ring .  
For   a  noetherian  ring  R ,  with  nilradical  N  if     P  and  Q  represent   
the   semiprime   ideals  of  R   called   as   the  right  and  the  left  krull-
homogenous  parts  of  N  as  defined  in  [8] ,  then  we  prove  the  main  
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theorem  of  this  paper ,  namely  theorem  (3.8)   for  the  ring  R   which    
states  the  following  .                                         
Theorem (3.8)  :-  Let R be  a  Noetherian   ring   with  nilradical  N .  Let    
P  and   Q    represent   the   right  and  the  left  krull-homogenous  parts  
of  N   . Then   the  following  hold   true  for  the  ring  R ;  
(a)  If  R  is  a  disjoint  ring  ,  then    the  nilradical     N    of  R   is   a   
right  and   a  left  weakly  ideal  invariant  ideal  of  R . Hence  N  is  a  
right  and  a  left  localizable   semiprime  ideal  of  R .      
(b) If  R  is  a  non-disjoint  ring    then    the  following  are  equivalent  
conditions  on  R ;  
(i) N  is   a  right  and   a  left  weakly  ideal  invariant  ideal  of  R .    
(ii) P = Q   is   a    right   and  a   left  localizable   semiprime  ideal of  R .   
The  paper  is  divided  into  three  sections . In  section (1)   we  introduce  
the  preliminaries  for  this  paper  .  We  thus  recall  the  following  
definitions  of  ideals  A(R) and  B(R)  of  a  noetherian  ring  R ,  where  
A(R)  is    the sum  of all right Ideal I of R such that  |I|r < |R|r ,  and   B(R)  
is   the sum of all left ideal K of R with |K|l < |R|l . We  then  state  some   
some  basic  results  regarding   the  ideals  A(R)  and  B(R) .  Next   we   
recall     for  a  noetherian  ring  R   certain  subsets  Λ(R)  and  Λ’(R)  of  
min. spec.R  as  follows ;         
Λ(R)= { Pi in spec. (R) / |R/Pi|r = |R|r }  and  
Λ'(R)= { Qi in spec. (R) / |R/Q i|l = |R|l } . 
These  definitions  allow  us  to   consider  the  semiprime   ideals   P   and    
Q   of  R  ,  where    P =  ∩ pi ;  pi  Ɛ Λ  and   Q =  ∩ qi ;  qi  Ɛ Λ’ . We  call  P  
and  Q   as   the  right  and  the  left  krull-homogenous  parts  of  N   as  
defined  in  [8] .  We  come  up  with   two  obvious  cases  for  the  
noetherian  ring  R ,  namely ,  
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Case  (i) :- When  Λ ∩ Λ' =  ,  and   
Case (ii) :-  When  Λ ∩ Λ' ≠    .  
We   then   characterize   in   section(1)   the  above   two  cases  by   
conditions  equivalent  to  them . Finally  we  end  section (1) with  the  
following  definitions  .  We  call  a  noetherian  ring  R  a  disjoint  ring  if  
Λ ∩ Λ' =   and  we  call  a   noetherian  ring  R  a  non-disjoint  ring  if  Λ 
∩ Λ' ≠    .   
In  section   (2)   we   study  a   noetherian  disjoint   ring    and  in     
section(3)   we   study  a  noetherian  non-disjoint  ring  .  We    prove  our  
key  theorems  of  these  sections ,  namely,  theorems  (2.9)   and    (3.7) ,  
respectively  . Finally  in  section (3)  we  combine  the  key  theorems  of  
sections (2) and (3)   as  theorem (3.8)  which  we  call  as  our  main  
theorem .     
Notation and Terminology:- 
Throughout in this paper a ring is meant to be an associative ring with 
identity which is not necessarily a commutative ring. We  will  throughout  
adhere   to  the  same  notation and  terminology   as  in  [3]  and  [8] . Thus  
by  a noetherian  ring  R we mean that R is both a left as well as a right 
noetherian ring .  By a module M over a ring R we mean that M is a right 
R-module unless stated otherwise . For the basic definitions regarding 
noetherian modules and noetherian rings and all those regarding Krull 
dimension , we   refer the reader to [3] .    Moreover  we  will  use  the   
following    terminology   throughout .   If   R is a  ring  then  we  denote  by  
Spec.R , the  set of prime ideals of  R  and by  min.Spec.R ,  the  set  of   
minimal   prime  ideals of   R . Again  if   R  is   a ring  and   M  is  a  right  
R module  ,  then  we  denote  by    r(T)  the   right  annihilator of  a  subset 
T of   M and   by  l(T)  the left annihilator  of a  subset T of   W  in  case  W  
is a  left   R module . Also  |M|r  denotes the right  Krull  dimension  of  the  
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right  R-module  M  if  it exists    and   |W|l   denotes  the   left   Krull   
dimension   of   the    left     R   module   W  if  it  exists  . For  two  subsets  
A  and  B  of   a  given  we  denote  by    A ≤  B   that   B  contains  A  and  A 
< B   denotes   A  ≤  B  but  A≠B  . Also  for  two  sets  A  and  B  ,  AȻB  
denotes  that   the  subset  B    does  not  contain  the   subset  A . For an 
ideal   A of   R , c(A)  denotes  the  set  of   elements  of   R  that  are   
regular modulo  A  .  
Section (1) (Preliminaries)  :- In  this  section  we  first   recall  the  
following  definitions  from  [ 8 ] .  
Definition  and  Notation(1.1)   :- Let R be a noetherian  ring. Denote by 
A(R) the sum  of all right Ideal I of R such that  |I|r < |R|r . Similarly denote 
by B(R) the sum of all left ideal K of R with |K|l < |R|l . If there is no 
confusion regarding the underlying ring R we may write A and B for A(R) 
and B(R) respectively.  
We  now  state the  following  basic  results  regarding   the  above  
definitions  from  [ 8 ]  ;   
Proposition (1.2)  :- Let R be a Noetherian ring. Let A and B be as in  
definition(1.1)  above. Then the following hold  true ; 
(i) A is an ideal of R and is the unique  largest right ideal of R with  
  |A|r < |R|r   and   |R/A|r = |R|r .  
(ii) Moreover  R/A   is a right  k-homogenous  ring  and   if  A ≠ 0 , then   
  r(A) ≠ 0  and  |R/r(A)|r < |R|r .     
 Proof :- For  the  proof  of  the above  result   we  ask   the  reader  to  see 
 the   proof  of  the    proposition  (1.3 ) of  [ 8 ] .             
We  now   state  proposition (1.3)  below  which  is  similar  to  proposition 
(1.2)  above  and  may  be  considered  as  its  left  analogue ; 
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Proposition(1.3)  :- Let R be a Noetherian ring. Let A and B be as in  
definition(1.1)  above. Then the following hold  true ; 
(i) B is an ideal of  R and is the unique largest left  ideal of R  with |B|l < |R|l   
 and   |R/B|l = |R|l .   
 (ii)  Moreover  R/B   is a  left  k-homogenous  ring  and   if  B ≠ 0 , then   
 l(B) ≠ 0  and  |R/l(B)|l < |R|l .     
Next  we  recall    the   following   definition  and   notation    from   [ 8 ] . 
Definition  and  Notation (1.4)  :- (i)  Let R be a Noetherian ring  with  
nilradical  R .    Define  subsets  of   min. spec. R denoted by   Λ(R)   and    
Λ’(R)  as  follows ;         
Λ(R)= { Pi in spec. (R) / |R/Pi|r = |R|r }  and  
Λ'(R)= { Qi in spec. (R) / |R/Q i|l = |R|l } . 
We  define  another  subset  namely  X(R)  of  min.spec.(R) as follows ;     
X(R)  = { l ε min.Spec.(R) / |R/l|r <  |R|r ,  and  |R/l|l < |R|l }  
If  there  is  no  confusion  about  the  underlying  ring  R  we  set  Λ =  Λ(R) 
, Λ' =Λ'(R) and  X = X (R) .               
(ii) It is not difficult to see that if ,  Pi ε Λ(R),  then Pi ε min. spec.(R) . We 
denote by  P(R)  the   ideal   P(R) = ∩ Pi , Pi Ɛ Λ   and   by  Q(R) the   ideal   
Q(R) = ∩ Qi , Qi Ɛ Λ' .  Then   the  ideals   P(R)   and  Q(R)  are  called  the  
right  and  the  left  krull  homogenous  parts  respectively  of   the  
nilradical N(R)  of  the  ring  R . If there is no confusion regarding the 
underlying ring R we   may write P  for  P(R)  and  Q  for  Q(R) . We  may  
note   that  in  this  case   the  factor  rings   R/P   and  R/Q    are  semiprime  
right   and  left   krull  homogenous  rings  respectively . We  call  X  the  
non   krull-homogenous  part   of  N  .  It  is  also  clear  that  N ≤ P  and N ≤ 
Q . 
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(iii) For an  ideal  I  of  R  we  have  ;  Λ(R/I)= { Pi/I in spec. (R/I) / I≤ Pi  
and |R/Pi|r = |R/I|r }  and  Λ'(R/I)= { Qi/I in spec. (R/I) / I≤ Qi  and |R/Qi|l = 
|R/I|l } .         
We    now  recall   definition (2.3)  of    [8]    of  a  right ( or   a  left ) weakly   
krull  symmetric  ring ,  a  weakly    krull  symmetric       and   a    weakly    
ideal   krull  symmetric   noetherian  ring    R  and  call  it  as   our  
definition  (1.5)  given  below  .     
 Definition (1.5)  :- Let R be  a  Noetherian   ring   with  nilradical  N and  
let   Λ ,  Λ' , A , B  be  as   defined in definitions  (1.4 )  and  (1.1)   above  . 
Let   P =  ∩ pi ;  pi  Ɛ Λ  and  let  Q =  ∩ qi ;  qi  Ɛ Λ’ . Then   we   have  the  
following  definitions  ,  
(i) R  is  called  a   right  ( or   a   left)  weakly  krull  symmetric  ring  if  
Λ’(R) ≤ Λ (R) ( or  Λ(R) ≤ Λ’ (R)) .      
(ii) R  is  called  a  weakly  krull  symmetric  ring  if  Λ(R) = Λ’ (R) .   
(iii)  R  is  called    a   weakly  ideal   krull  symmetric  ring  if   A = B .     
Definition (1.6) ( Two cases ) :-  We  now    state  and  define  two  obvious  
cases  for  a  noetherian  ring  R  ,  namely ,  
Case  (i) ( the  disjoint case ) :- When  Λ ∩ Λ' = ,  and   
Case (ii) ( the  non-disjoint  case ) :-  When  Λ ∩ Λ' ≠    .  
We  characterise  the  above   two  cases  by   conditions  equivalent  to  
them  in  the  theorems   stated  below ;    
Theorem (1.7)  :- Let R be  a  Noetherian   ring   with  nilradical  N  and  let   
Λ ,  Λ' ,  A , B  be  as   defined in definitions  (1.4)  and  (1.1) above  .   Then  
the  following  are  equivalent  ;  
(a)   Λ  ∩  Λ’  =   . 
(b) |R/A|l  < | R|l .  
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(c) |R/B|r  <  | R|r .  
Proof :-    We  first    prove   (a)  => (b)  .  For  this  asume  (a) , then  we  
show  that  (b)  is  true  .  Suppose  not   and  let    |R/A|l  =     | R|l . Then  
there  exists  a  prime  ideal  p ,such  that  A ≤ p  and  |R/p|l  = | R|l . Thus  p 
ε Λ’ ( R )   and  so   p ε   Λ’ (R/A ) . Since  R/A  is  right  krull  homogenous 
, so  by  the  main  theorem  of  [8]  ,  namely  theorem  (2.10)  of  [ 8]   ,  we  
have  that     Λ’ (R/A)  ≤  Λ ( R/A) .  Thus  we  must  have  that  p/A ε Λ ( 
R/A ) .  Hence  |R/p|r  = | R|r .  Thus  p ε Λ ( R )  also . Hence  Λ  ∩  Λ’  ≠  
,  which  is  a  contradiction  to  (a)  .  Hence  we  must  have  that   |R/A|l  <   
| R|l .       
(b) => (a)   We  now  prove  (b) => (a) .  If   |R/A|l  < | R|l  ,  then  we  show  
that   Λ  ∩  Λ’  =  .  Suppose  not ,  then  Λ  ∩  Λ’  ≠    .  Let   p   be  a   
prime  ideal   such  that  p ε Λ  ∩  Λ’ ,  then  using  propositions (1.2)  and 
(1.3)  above  we  get  that  A ≤ p  , and  B ≤ p . Since  |R/p|l  = | R|l  ,  this  
must  imply  that     |R/A|l  = | R|l  which  contradicts  (b) .  Hence  we  must  
have  that   Λ  ∩  Λ’  =   .     This   proves  (a) < => (b) .         
 (a) < => (c)  The  proof  of  (a) < => (c) is  similar  to  the  proof   of             
(a) < => (b)  given   above  .   
A  reformulation  of  the  above  theorem (1.7)  is  theorem (1.8) stated  
below  ; 
Theorem (1.8)  :- Let R be  a  Noetherian   ring   with  nilradical  N and  let   
Λ ,  Λ' ,  A , B  be  as   defined in definitions  (1.4)  and  (1.1) above .   Then  
the  following  are  equivalent  ;  
 (a)   Λ  ∩  Λ’  ≠     
(b) |R/A|l  = | R|l (it  is  always  true   that |R/A|r  =  | R|r ) .  
(c) |R/B|r  =  | R|r (it  is  always  true  that  |R/B|l  =  | R|l ) .  
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Deinition    and   Notation (1.9)   :-  If    Λ  ∩  Λ’  ≠   , then  set  V(R) = 
Λ(R)  ∩  Λ’ (R)   and    denote  by   Y(R)  the  ideal  Y(R) = ∩ x / { x ε Λ(R)  
∩  Λ’ (R)} .  Then  we  have  the  following  theorem  regarding  the  case 
(2)  mentioned  above  .    
Theorem  (1.10) :-  Let R be  a  Noetherian   ring   with  nilradical  N and  
let   Λ ,  Λ' ,  A , B  be  as   defined in definitions  (1.4)  and  (1.1) above .  If   
Λ  ∩  Λ’  ≠    ,  then  the  following  hold  true ;  
(a) Y  is  a  semiprime  ideal  of  R  such  that   A  ≤  Y  and   B ≤ Y .  Hence  
A+B ≤ Y .     
(b)  Moreover  V ( R/A+B) =  Λ (R/A+B) =   Λ’ (R/A+B ) .   
Proof  :- (a)  Using   propositions  (1.2)  and  (1.3)  respectively  it  is  not  
difficult  to  see  that   Y  is  a  semiprime  ideal  of  R  such  that   A  ≤  Y  
and  B ≤ Y .  Hence  A+B ≤ Y .      
(b)  (b) follows  easily   from  the  definition  of   the  ideals  A , B  and   
subsets   Λ ( R/A+B)  and   Λ’ ( R/A+B)  of  min.spec.(R/A+B) .   
We  finally   end  section (1) with  the  following  definition  .   
Definition (1.11) :-   Let   R  be   a  noetherian  ring  .  If  A , B  and  Λ  ,  Λ'   
are  as  defined  in  definitions  (1.1)  and   (1.4) respectively  ,  then  we  
have  the  following  definitions  ;  
(a)  We  call  R  a  disjoint  ring  if  Λ ∩ Λ' =   .   
(b)  We  call   R  a   non-disjoint  ring  if  Λ ∩ Λ' ≠    .   
Section (2) (Noetherian   disjoint  rings  ) :-  In  this  section  we  study  a   
 noetherian  disjoint  ring  and  we  prove  our  key  theorem  of  this  
section ,  namely  theorem  (2.9) . To  do  so   we  must   recall  the  
definitions  of  the  notion   of    the   weak  ideal  invariance (w.i.i for  short 
)   and  that   of   the  localizability  of   an  ideal  of   a   noetherian  ring  R   
as  stated   for  example  in  [2] .  This  we  do  below ;  
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Definition (2.1) (Weak  ideal  invariance)  :-  Let   R  be  a   noetherian     
ring .  If  I  is any  ideal  of  R  we  call  I  a   right  weakly  ideal invariant  
ideal  (  right  w.i.i  for  short )  if   for  any  right  ideal  J  of  R  with  |R/J|r 
< |R/I|r ,  we  have  that  |I/JI|r < |R/I|r .  Similarly  we  define   the  notion  
of  the  left   w.i.i  of   an   ideal    I  of  a  noetherian   ring   R .    An  ideal  
is  said  to  be   w.i.i     if  it  is  left   w.i.i   as   well  as    right  w.i.i .           
 Definition (2.2)  ( localisability ) :-   Let  I  be  an  ideal  of   a  ring    
R .  Let   C(I)  ={ c Ɛ  R/ c+I  is  regular  in  R/I } .  The  ideal  I   is  said 
to  be  right  localisable  if  the  elements  of  C(I)  satisfy  the  right  ore 
condition ;  that  is ,  given  c  Ɛ C(I)   and  x  Ɛ  R   ,  there  exists   d   Ɛ C(I)  
and  y Ɛ  R  such  that  xd =  cy .   An  ideal  is  said  to  be   localisable   if  
it  is  left  and  right  localisable .  Define  T(I) ={  x Ɛ  R /  x c=0  , for  some   
c  Ɛ  C(I) } .  Note  that ,  if  I  is  right  localisable ,  then  T(I)  is  actually 
 an ideal .   
Remark :- We  now  state  theorem  (2.3) below  which  states  that  
the  nilradical  N  of  a  noetherian  ring  R   is  a  right  and  a  left   
localizable  semiprime  ideal  of  R  if  we  assume  that  N  is  a  right  
and  a  left  w.i.i  ideal  of  R .    
Theorem (2.3) :-  Let R be  a  Noetherian   ring   with  nilradical  N .  If   N  
is  right  and  left  weakly  ideal  invariant  ideal  of  R ,  then   N  is  a  right  
and  a  left  localizable   semiprime  ideal  of  R .          
Proof  :-  We  assume  that  N  is  a  right  and  a  left  w.i.i  semiprime  ideal  
of  R  .  We  then   show   that  N  is  a  right   and  a  left  localizable  
semiprime  ideal  of  R .  To  see  this  we  make  the  following  claim      
first  ;  
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 Claim (1) :-  For  any  d ε c(N) ,  |R/dR+N|r < | R|r  if  and  only  if              
|R/dR|r  <  | R|r  .   
Proof  :-  To  prove  the  above  claim  we  first  observe  that  N  is  a  
nilpotent  ideal  of  R  . Now  given  that    N  is  a  right  w.i.i  ideal  of  R ,  
so  apply  lemma (3) of  [5 ]  to  conclude  that    |R/dR+N|r < | R|r    implies   
that   |R/dR|r < | R|r  .  The  converse  is  clearly  easy .    
Now   use  the  fact  that  N  is  a  right  w.i.i  ideal  of  R  together  with  the  
proof  outlined  in  the  beginning  of  theorem (8)  of   [5 ]  to  conclude  
that   N  is  a   right  localizable   semiprime  ideal   of  R .  That  N  is   a   
left  localizable   semiprime  ideal   follows  similarly .     
Remark:-  To  the  best  of  the  authors  knowledge  the  converse  of  the  
above  theorem  is  an  open  question .   
 
 We  now  recall   briefly   from   [3]  the  following  definitions  ; 
Definition (2.4)  :-  (a)  For  a   finitely  generated   right  R- module  M  
over  a   noetherian   ring  R  we  denote  by   Ass.M  the set of prime ideals 
of R   associated to M on the right .  We  use  a  similar  notation   for  a  left  
R-module  M  causing  no  confusion .  
(b) Again   from  [3]  we  call  a  right  (or  a   left) R-module  M  to  be  
right ( or  left ) primary  if  it  has  a  unique right  ( or  left) associated  
prime  ideal .      
We  now  recall    further    the  following   definition   from  [1]  ;     
Definition (2.5)  :-  A  noetherian  ring  R    is  said  to    have  the  right  
large  condition  if  for   any  essential  right  ideal  J  of  R  we  have  that  
|R/J|r < |R|r   
With  these  definitions  we  now    state   the  following  proposition ;  
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Proposition (2.6)  :-  Let R be  a  Noetherian   ring  . Let   p   be  a  prime  
ideal  of  R  such  that  |R/p|r  = | R|r  . Let  M  be  a   finitely  generated  
critical  right R-module M  with  |M|r = | R|r    and    Ass.(M)  =  p .  If   r(M) 
= I ,  then  we  have  the  following ;  (i)  I  ≤ p  .  
(ii)  R/I is  a  right  krull  homogenous  ring    with  |R/I|r = | R|r  .   
 (iii) R/I  is  a  p/I  primary  ring   such  that  p/I  is  a  non-essential  right  
ideal   of  R/I  and  moreover  R/I   satisfies  the  right   large  condition .   
(iv) Either  I=p  or  if  I ≠ p ,  then   there  exists  a  nonzero ideal   J ≠ p   ,  I 
< J ,  with  J p ≤ I   and   |R/J|r < | R|r .                                                                         
Proof :-   Use  [4] , lemma  (1.9)  and  [1 ]  corollary  (2.9)   for  the  proof  of  
(i) ,(ii)  and  (iii) respectively . We  will  now  prove  (iv) .  To  prove (iv)  
observe  that  since   R/I  is  a  p/I  primary  ring   and  since  p/I  is  non-
essential  as  a  right  ideal   of   R/I  thus  there  must  exist  an    ideal  J  of  
R  with  I <  J  and   Jp ≤   I . Now  two  cases  arise  ;  
case (i) Either  J=R  in  which  case   I=p .   
case  (ii)  In this  case  J/I  is  a  proper    large  right  ideal  of   R/I  and  
hence  we  must  have  that  |R/J|r < | R|r .                                                                            
Remark:- The  above  proposition   immediately   yields   the  important   
lemma  (2.7) below which  is  what  we  will  need  throughout  this      
section  ; 
Lemma (2.7)  :-  Let R be  a  Noetherian   ring  . Let   p   be  a  prime  ideal  
of  R  such  that  |R/p|r  = | R|r  and   |R/p|l  <  | R|l . Then  for  any  finitely  
generated  critical  right R-module M  with  |M|r = | R|r    and    Ass.(M)  =  
p ,  we  have  that  r( M) = p  .                                                                        
Proof  :-  Let r(M) = I . Clearly  I  ≤ p  . From   proposition (2.6) above ,    
we  have  the  following  ,   
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If  I ≠ p ,then  there  exists  a  nonzero ideal   J ≠ p   ,  I < J ,  and  J p ≤ I ,  
and  |R/J|r < | R|r .  Now  since  R/I  is  a  right  krull  homogenous  ring  , 
thus  from  theorem  (2.10)   of  [8]    we  get  that  Λ’ (R/I) ≤  Λ( R/I) .  
Hence   we   must  have  that |R/J|l < | R|l . Since  Jp ≤  I ,   this  yields   that  
|p|l < | R|l ,  and  thus  |R/p|l = |R|l ,  a  contradiction  to  the  given  
hypothesis . Hence ,  we  must  have  that  I = p .              
We now  state  Theorem  (2.8)  below  which  gives  conditions  equivalent  
to  the  w.i.i  of  the  nilradical  of  a  noetherian  ring  R .  
Theorem(2.8) :-  Let R  be  a   noetherian  ring  with  nilradical  N . Then  
the  following  conditions   are  equivalent  ;            
(i) N is   right  w.i.i  ideal .                                         
(ii) For  any    prime ideal  q  of  R  with  |R/q|r = |R|r ,  q  is  right w.i.i .    
(iii) For  any   ideal  I  of  R  with  |R/I|r = |R|r , I  is  right w.i.i .    
(iv) If  M  is  any  finitely  generated   critical  right  R-module  with |M|r = 
|R|r   and  Ass.(M) =q, then  r(M) = q .  
Proof :-  This  is  proved  as  theorem  (2.5 )  of  [ 2 ] .  
We  now  prove  the  key  theorem  of  this  section   below . 
Theorem (2.9) :-  Let R be  a  Noetherian   ring   with  nilradical  N . If  R  
is  a  disjoint  ring   then  N  is   a   right  and   a   left  weakly  ideal  
invariant  ideal  of  R . Hence  N  is  a  right  and  a  left  localizable   
semiprime  ideal  of  R .          
Proof  :-  Let   Λ ,  Λ'   be  as   defined in definition  (1.4)   of   section (1) 
above  . If  R  is  a  disjoint  ring  ,  then  we  have  that   Λ  ∩  Λ’  =   .  We  
will  first  show  that  N  is  a  right  w.i.i  ideal  of  R .  Let  M  be  a  finitely  
generated  critical  right  R-module  with  |M|r = | R|r  . If  Ass.(M)  =  p ,  
then  clearly  |R/p|r = | R|r .  Since  Λ  ∩  Λ’  =   ,  thus  we  must  have  
that  |R/p|l < | R|l . Thus  from  the  above  lemma  (2.7) ,  we  get  that  r(M) 
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= p .  Hence  using  theorem (2.8 ) stated  above  ,  we  get  that  N  is  right  
w.i.i  ideal  of     R .  Similarly  we  can  show  that  N  is   a   left  w.i.i  ideal  
of  R .  That    N  is  a  right   and  a  left  localizable  semiprime  ideal  of  R   
follows  from  theorem (2.3 )   stated   above  .   
Corollary (2.10) :-  Let R be  a  Noetherian   ring   with  nilradical   N (R) . 
Let  R/I   be  a  factor  ring  of  R  with  |R/I|t = | R|r .  Then  we  have  either   
(i) |R/I|l = | R|l   or   
(ii) |R/I|l < | R|l ,  in  which  case  we  must  have  that   N (R/I)  is  right  
weakly  ideal  invariant  ideal  of  R/I .                                       
Proof  :-  If (i)  is  true  ,then  there  is  nothing  to  prove  .  
So  assume (ii)  ,namely,  that  |R/I|l < | R|l . We  show  in  this  case  that 
N(R/I)  is  a  right  w.i.i  ideal   of  R/I . To  see  this  let  M  be  a  finitely   
generated ,  critical  right  R/I- module  with  |M|r = | R/I|r  = | R|r . Let  
Ass.(M) = p/I , for  some  prime  ideal  p  of  R such  that  I ≤ p  . Clearly       
|R/p|r  = | R|r   and   | R/p|l  < | R|l .   Now  obviously,  we  can  consider  M  
as  a   finitely  generated  ,critical, right R-module , with Ass.(M) = p  and  
|M|r = | R|r . From  lemma (2.7)   stated  above   we  get  that  r(M) =p . Now  
this  is  true  for  any  finitely  generated, critical  right  R/I  module  with     
|M|r  = | R/I|r .  Hence  from  theorem (2.8 ) above  ,  we  must  have  that 
N(R/I)   is  a  right  w.i.i  ideal  of  R/I .           
  
Section (3) (Noetherian  non-disjoint   rings ) :- In  this  section  we   study  
a  noetherian    non-disjoint   ring  .  We  will  prove  our  key  theorem  of  
this  section ,  namely,  theorem (3.7) ,  whose  statement  is  given  below  ;   
Theorem (3.7)  :- Let  R  be  a   noetherian  ring    with   nilradical  N .  If  R  
is  a  non-disjoint  ring   then  the  following  are  equivalent  conditions  on  
R ;  
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 (a) N  is  right  and  left  w.i.i. ideal  of R .  
 (b)   P = Q   is   both   a    right  and  left  localizable ideal  of  R .   
To  prove  this  theorem  we  recall  the   following  notation   from  section 
(1) above  .  
 Notation (3.1)  :- (i)  For  a  noetherian  ring  R  with  nilradical  N    recall     
from  section (1)   above  that     Λ   and   Λ’   are   the  subsets  of  
min.spec.R  as  defined   in   definition  (1.4) .   
(ii) Next   for  the  noetherian  ring  R  we  recall   again  from  section (1)  
above   the  definitions  of  the   ideals      P   and   Q   of  R  which  we    call  
as    the  right  and  the  left  krull  homogenous  parts  respectively  of   the  
nilradical  N  of  the  ring  R .   
Remark:-   We  now   state   theorem  (3.2)  below  which  is   the   main   
theorem  of  [9],  namely , theorem  (2.10) of  [9]  .    
Theorem (3.2)  :- Let R   be  a  Noetherian  ring   with  nilradical  N and  let   
Λ ,  Λ' ,  A , B  be  as  defined   in  definitions  (1.4)  and  (1.1)   of  section  
(1)  above  . Let   P =  ∩ pi ;  pi  Ɛ Λ  and  Q =  ∩ qi ;  qi  Ɛ Λ’  .   Then  the  
following  hold  true ;  
(a) N  is   a   right  w.i.i  ideal  of  R  if  and  only  if   P  is  a   right  
 localizable ideal  of  R .   
(b) N  is  a   left  w.i.i  ideal  of  R  if  and  only  if  Q  is  a  left  localizable  
ideal  of  R .   
Remark  :-  To  continue  with  the  proof  of  our  main  theorem  we  recall    
that  we  have   already  stated   two  obvious  cases  above  for  a  
noetherian  ring  R ,  namely ,  
Case  (i) :- When  Λ ∩ Λ' =  ,  and   
Case (ii) :-  When  Λ ∩ Λ' ≠    .  
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We  now   discuss    case  (2)  ;                                   
Definition and  notation  (3.3) :- Let  R  be  a   noetherian  ring    with   
nilradical  N .  Let     Λ , Λ'  be  as  in  definition  (1.4 ) of  section (1) above . 
If  R  is  a  non-disjoint  ring  ,  that  is  if   Λ ∩ Λ' ≠   ,  then  set  V = Λ ∩ 
Λ'   and  let  Y  =    { ∩ p / p ε V } .With  these  notation  we  have  the  
following  theorem ;  
 Theorem(3.4) :- Let R be  a  Noetherian  ring   with  nilradical  N  and  let   
Λ ,  Λ' ,  A , B  be  as   defined in definitions  (1.4)  and  (1.1)  respectively . 
Let   P =  ∩ pi ;  pi  Ɛ Λ   and  let  Q =  ∩ qi ;  qi  Ɛ Λ’ . Then  the  following  
are  true ;  
(i) If  R  is   right  krull  homogenous ,  then    Λ’  ≤  Λ ,  and  P  ≤  Q  .        
(ii) If  R  is  right  krull  homogenous and  N  is  right  w.i.i  ideal  of  R ,  
then  N = P .    
Proof :-  (i) Since  R  is  right  krull  homogenous , so  apply  the  main  
theorem   of  [8]   to  conclude  that  Λ’  ≤  Λ  . Clearly  then         P  ≤  Q  .       
(ii)  If  R  is  right   krull  homogenous  and  N   is   right  w.i.i  ideal  of  R  
then  we    prove  that  N = P .  
To  prove  this  we  first  make  the  following claim ; 
Claim(1) :- Let q , p  be  minimal  prime  ideals  of  R ,  with  |R/p|r = |R |r, 
and |R/q|r < |R |r .  Then  there  exists  an  ideal  B  with  |R/B|r < |R |r ,  
such  that  pB ≤ qp .   
Proof :-  This  is  true  because  N  is  right  w.i.i  ideal  of  R . 
Proof  of (ii) :- We  now  prove (ii) .   To  prove (ii)   assume  
A1 A2A3….Am….An = 0 ,  where  Ai  are   all   the  minimal  prime  ideals  
of  R .Then  applying  claim (1)  we  get  that  p1p2…pk D =0 ,  where  each    
pi  Ɛ Λ  and  D  is  an  ideal  such  that  |R/D|r < |R |r . Hence  since  R is  
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right  krull  homogenous we  must  have  that  P  is  a  nilpotent  ideal  of     
R . Thus  N= P .    
Theorem(3.5) :- Let R be  a  Noetherian  ring   with  nilradical  N  and  let   
Λ ,  Λ' ,  A , B  be  as   defined in definitions  (1.4)  and  (1.1)  respectively . 
Let   P =  ∩ pi ;  pi  Ɛ Λ   and  let  Q =  ∩ qi ;  qi  Ɛ Λ’ . If  R  is  right  krull  
homogenous and  N  is  right  w.i.i  ideal  of  R ,  then  R  is  also  a  left  
krull  homogenous  ring .      
Proof  :- To  prove  the  theorem  we  first  observe   from  theorem  (3.4)(i)   
above   that  since   R  is   a   right  krull  homogenous  ring  ,  hence   Λ’  ≤  
Λ   and  thus   P  ≤  Q  .  Again since   R  is  right   krull  homogenous  and  
N   is   right  w.i.i  ideal  of  R  so  using  theorem  (3.4) (ii)  above  we  get  
that  N = P  .  We  prove  now  that   R  is  also   a    left  krull  homogenous 
ring . Suppose  this   is   not  true  . So  assume  B ≠ 0 .  Then  by   
proposition  (1.3 ) of  section (1)  above we  have  that   l(B) ≠ 0 ,  and  
|R/l(B)|l < |R|l . Note  that  by theorem (3.4)  (i)  above  we  have  that    Λ’  ≤  
Λ   and  P  ≤  Q  . Since  R/Q  is  a  left  krull  homogenous  semiprime  ring   
with  |R/Q)|l = |R|l, so  we  must  have  that  l(B) Ȼ Q . Since  P  ≤  Q ,  so  we  
must  have  that   l(B) Ȼ  P  as  well   . Since  R/P  is  a  right  krull  
homogenous  semiprime  ring   with  |R/P)|r = |R|r , so (l(B) + P)/P ∩ C(R/P) 
≠   .  It  is  not  difficult  to  see  that  this  implies  that  l(B) ∩ c(P) ≠  . 
Let  d ε l(B) ∩ c(P) .  Note  that  by  theorem  (8)  of  [5]   R  has  an  
artinian  quotient  ring  .  Hence  ,  since  N = P   and  R  has  an  artinian  
quotient   ring   ,  so  using  Small’s  theorem  (see  [6] ) we  get  that  d ε 
l(B) ∩ c(0) .   Therefore  d B = 0 , gives  that B = 0 ,  a  contradiction  to  our  
original  assumption that  B ≠ 0 . Thus  we  must  have  that  B = 0   and  
hence  R is  also  a  left  krull  homogenous  ring .  
Theorem (3.6)   :-  Let  R  be  a   noetherian  ring    with   nilradical  N .  Let     
Λ , Λ'   be   as  in  definition (1.4) above . Let  Λ ∩ Λ' ≠   .  If   V = Λ ∩ Λ'    
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let  Y  = { ∩ p / p ε V }   as  in  definition  (3.3) above ,  then  the  following  
hold  true ;                                     
(a)  If  N  is  right  w.i.i ideal  ,  then  V =  Λ  ,  and   Y = P   is  a  right  
localizable  ideal  of  R .                                                              
(b)  If  N  is  left  w.i.i   ideal  ,  then  V =  Λ' ,  and   Y = Q  is  a  left    
localizable  ideal  of  R .                                                              
 Proof  :- (a)  Consider  the  factor  ring  R/A .  Then  R/A  is  a  right  krull  
homogenous  ring  with  | R/A |r = | R |r . Since  V ≠  ,  thus  by   theorem   
(1.8) of  section (1)  above  we  must  have  that   | R/A |l = | R |l .  Since  N  is   
a   right  w.i.i  ideal  ,  so  by  theorem  (3.5 ) proved   above   R/A   is also   a  
left  krull  homogenous  ring .  Hence  by  the  main  theorem  of  [7]  , 
namely, theorem (4) of [7] , we  must  have  that   Λ’ ( R/A ) = Λ( R/A ) . 
Moreover ,  since  by  proposition  (1.2 )   above    , Λ (R/A)  =  Λ (R)  , so  
we  get  that   Λ(R) = Λ’ (R/A) . By   theorem   (1.5 )   of  section (1)  , since  | 
R/A |l = | R |l ,  so  we  must  have  that   Λ’ (R/A) ≤ Λ'(R) .  Thus  from  the  
foregoing  we  finally  get   that    Λ (R) ≤ Λ'(R) .  Hence  we  must  have  
that  V = Λ(R)  and   hence  Y= P ,  where  P =  { ∩ p / p ε Λ  } , which  is  
the  right  krull  homogenous  part  of N . Thus   by   the  main  theorem  of  
[9] ,  namely  theorem (2.10 )  of  [9] ( see  theorem  (3.2)  of  this  paper  )  
we  get  that   P is  right  localizable . So   Y  is  a  right  localizable ideal  of  
R .   
 (b) The  proof  for  (b) is  the  left  analogue  of  (a) . In  this  case V =  Λ’ ( 
R )   and   Y= Q  ,  and  hence  Y = Q   is  a  left  localizable ideal  of  R .    
From  the  above  theorem  we  get  the  main  theorem  of  section (3)  for  
the  case  Λ ∩ Λ' ≠  ,   which  we  state  below  ;     
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Theorem (3.7)  :- Let  R  be  a   noetherian  ring    with   nilradical  N . Let  
R  be  a  non-disjoint  ring .  Then  the  following  are  equivalent  
conditions  on   R ;  
(a) N  is  right  and  left  w.i.i. ideal  of R .  
 (b) P = Q   is   both   a    right  and  left  localizable ideal  of  R .   
Proof :-  (a)  => (b) :-   Let     Λ , Λ'  be  as  in  definition   (1.4 ) above . If   
R  is   a  non-disjoint  ring  ,  that  is  if   Λ ∩ Λ' ≠    set  V = Λ ∩ 
Λ'   and  let  Y  =    { ∩ p / p ε V } .  Then  since  N  is  a  right  and  a  left  
w.i.i  of  R  ,  so   from  theorem  (3.6)  above  we  have  that  V =  Λ =  Λ' ,  
and   Y = P = Q  is  a  right  and  a  left    localizable  ideal  of  R .                                                              
(b) => (a) follows  from  the  main  theorem  of  [9] ( see  theorem  (3.2) of  
this  paper  stated  above ) .            
Combining  theorem  (2.9)  and  theorem (3.7)  of  this  paper  we  get   
theorem  (3.8)  below  which  is  also  the  main  theorem  of  this  paper  ; 
Theorem (3.8) (Main  theorem ) :-  Let R be  a  Noetherian   ring   with  
nilradical  N   .   Let   P   and   Q   be  the   semiprime  ideals  that  are  the   
right  and    the  left  krull  -homogenous  parts  of  N  . Then   the  
following  hold  true ;  
(a)  If  R  is  a  disjoint  ring  , then the  nilradical   N    of  R   is   a   right  
and   a  left  weakly  ideal  invariant  ideal  of  R . Hence  N  is  a  right  and  
a  left  localizable   semiprime  ideal  of  R .               
(b)  If  R  is  a   non-disjoint    ring   then  the  following  are  equivalent  
conditions  on  R ;  
 (a) N  is  right  and  left  w.i.i. ideal  of R .          
(b)   P = Q   is   a    right  and  left  localizable ideal  of  R .   
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An  interesting  feature  of  a  non-disjoint  ring   is  the   statement  of  the   
following  corollary  (3.9)   given  below ;   
Corollary (3.9)  :- Let  R  be  a   noetherian  ring    with   nilradical  N .  Let     
Λ , Λ' ,  A  and  B  be  as  in  definitions   (1.4 ) and  (1.1 )  above . Let  Λ ∩ 
Λ' ≠   .  If   V = Λ ∩ Λ'   and  let  Y  =    { ∩ p / p ε V }   as  in  definition 
(3.3) above ,  then  the  following  hold  true   ;  
(a) N  is   a   right  and   a   left  w.i.i. ideal  of R  implies  that  R  is  a  
weakly  ideal  krull  symmetric  ring ( that  is  A = B ) .  
(b) A=B  implies  that  Λ = Λ' . Equivalently ,  this  means  that   
a  weakly  ideal  krull  symmetric  ring   is  a  weakly  krull  symmetric  
ring .  
Proof :- (a)  Suppose first  that  N  is  a  right  w.i.i  ideal  of  R .   Then  
theorem (2.6)  stated  above    guarantees   that  N(R/A)  is  a   right  w.i.i   
and    thus    theorem  (3.5)   stated   above    guarantees   that  R/A  is  a  
left  krull –homogenous   ring  . From   theorem  (1.9)   above  we  have  
that   | R/A |l =      | R |l ,  hence  we  must  have  that   B ≤ A .  Similarly  
using  the  left  w.i.i  of  N  ,  we  get  that  A  ≤  B .  Thus  A = B  .      
(b) (b)  is the  same  as  the  statement  of  theorem (2.9) of [8] . 
Remark  :- In  connection  with  corollary (3.9)  above  we  mention  that  
converse  questions  of  the  statements  in (a)  and (b)   of  corollary (3.9)  
are  open  questions .  
In  general  in  the  absence  of  the  w.i.i  of  the  nilradical  of  the  ring  R  
of  the  above  theorem (3.7)  we  have  the  following  result ; 
Theorem (3.10) :- Let  R  be  a   noetherian  ring    with   nilradical  N .  Let     
Λ , Λ'  be  as  in  definition   (1.4 )  above . If  Λ ∩ Λ' ≠   ,  then  set   V = Λ 
∩ Λ'   and   Y  =    { ∩ p / p ε V }  ,  then  the  following  hold  true ;                                      
(i) A+B  ≤ Y   and   V( R/(A+B) = Λ(R/A+B) =  Λ'(R/A+B) .    
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(ii) Y is a   right  localizable semiprime  ideal  of  R   if  and  only  if      
N(R/A+B) ,  the  nilradical  of  the  ring  R/A+B  is   a   right  w.i.i  ideal  of  
the  ring  R .     
(iii) Y  is a   left   localizable semiprime  ideal  of  R   if  and  only  if      
N(R/A+B) ,  the  nilradical  of  the  ring  R/A+B  is  a  left   w.i.i ideal  of  
the  ring  R .  
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